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A Brand New Industry
No, it isn’t.
Let’s get this clear right now. The recent explosion of “apps”
globally, the amazing interest everyone is showing in this
technology and the success stories for companies and
individuals in various “app stores” all started with Apple’s
ingenious device, the Apple iPhone.
However, this one device, and the advent of the “app store,”
simply created a conduit for software applications to
become mainstream consumer items. “Apps” are still (and
have always been) software applications. And with them, the
same considerations must be made for their development.
Although there are many “rags to riches” stories, and young
teens making “killer apps” in their bedroom to become

overnight stars, there is an overwhelming percentage of
“failures” to consider. As there has been for decades in socalled “traditional” software development.
It is true that the latest devices and the mobile paradigm
offer new capabilities, and an equal number of new
challenges, but these have arrived in new technologies
in the past, such as the introduction of the USB interface,
hard drives, 5 1/4-inch drives, and even running machines via
punched cards.
The hype around the industry only causes more confusion,
both for young “appreneurs” (app-entrepreneurs) and large
companies. This confusion hinders the ability to make an
educated and informed decision in choosing your software
development company.

Choosing a Software Development Company
So by understanding that an “app” developer is, by it’s
very nature, precisely a “software” developer. It suddenly
becomes easier to make a more educated decision.
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In any software development there are a number of key
issues that will drive your selection, as with any service
engagement or purchase of equipment, they are around
usability, value for money, capability, process, warranty and
support.
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Usability

Capability

In the majority of cases, usability is a number one priority,
and our advice is to always look to usability no matter what
application you are having built.

Probably the second most important requirement to
understand is capability, but don’t fall into the trap of
thinking this can be easily determined from looking at “how
many apps are in the app store”.

Usability is, however, a tricky thing to measure or specify. It’s
a broad feeling for how “nice” an application is to use.
What is easy to understand however, is that whether you
are developing a game, or an in-house system to support
corporate process, usability DIRECTLY drives the success
of the project. Simply put, if it’s easy to use, useful and
worthwhile (delivers value), then people will use it.
Advice from many other “app developers” uses metrics such
as “download some of the app company apps and play with
them to see if they are good to use” and “look at feedback on
the app store to see how people like the apps”—which are
great starting points, as they have been for decades. The old
“test drive” approach is even easier with the advent of the
app store (whatever platform).
But usability is more than interface design. It comes from
a deeper understanding of the problem being addressed
and how the particular capabilities of the available delivery
platforms can best meet those requirements, particularly
in corporate applications. So when choosing a software
development company, ask more questions such as:
1. How do you come to understand my requirements?
(Do they meet personally with you and through a
series of workshops arrive at a high-level design
based on your requirements? What experience
do they have in integrating with corporate legacy
systems? What platforms can they support?)
2. How do you design the solution? (Do they
simply launch into production based on a
specification? Or is there a detailed design phase?
Is there any involvement of key personnel in your
organisation during interface development?)
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When thinking of capability, some good questions are:
1. What am I trying to achieve (A game? A
corporate system? A client application for
your web service? Advertising? Does the
organisation have experience in these fields?),
2. Look at who your users will be (Children,
employees, corporates, customers, etc. Again,
what experience does the organisation have
in working with these demographics and
their idiosyncratic usage expectations?).
3. How many developers are in the organisation? Are
they trying to make applications with only one or
two highly skilled developers? What happens if
these single points of failure leave or get injured?
4. What infrastructure for support is offered? Is there a
warranty period, or an ongoing support arrangement?
5. How do they manage projects and what’s their track
history for delivering on time and on budget?
6. Have they produced any “corporate” style apps? Or is
most of what they do around advertising or games?
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Process

Cost

There are debates in the software industry (and always
have been) on the best way to run software development
projects. Half of these are based in factual discussions and
half have been based in marketing “hype”.

The choice of developer will always include an element of
cost, but while there are some cost “savings” to be made by
choosing a smaller developer, the reason of a higher cost
generally always comes down to supportability and risk
mitigation.

Something to be aware of is too much “fluff” around “agile”
methodology, “cloud” and other such terms being used
liberally. As you would be well aware, it is one thing to use a
term, yet another to understand or try to apply it, and a third
still to do so well.
Additionally, there is no “magic formula” to choose a
software development methodology, and many companies
use either traditional waterfall style approaches, and others
use more “modern” agile methods, and any method can be
implemented well or poorly.
The important thing to look at is to understand how proven
the methods are. ie. have the people in this company
come from a strong software development background?
Have they worked in a variety of large and small software
companies and consulting groups?
Make sure you seek some form of assurance around what a
company claims to be able to achieve, and what they use to
do so. In the end, the process is going to be the framework
within which the application travels from idea to product, so
the process is of immense importance to ensuring a quality
outcome within the budget and time-line required.

For example, if you want a corporate financial app created,
you could probably get it done well, and at a premium, by
a large system integration or software development firm,
charging somewhere upwards of $500,000 to somewhere in
the millions.
The same work could be outsourced to an offshore firm
in another country and cost a tenth of that. But the risk is
greatly increased, first in terms of finding the right company,
and in terms of controlling the project and ensuring a
quality result.
Lastly, there is the amazingly “cheap” capability of direct
employment of someone (or a small group of collaborators)
via a freelancing site. There are some highly skilled
practitioners available that choose, as a matter of lifestyle,
to offer their services this way, but they are the exception
rather than the rule, so can prove difficult to find, and even
harder to verify. However, the bigger concern is around
delivery and support risk. When you rely on freelancers, you
generally save costs through lack of infrastructure, support
staff, backup resources, insurance, and much more.
So the decision in cost really comes down to how risk-averse
you are and how much you want to manage the process and
perform your own quality assurance in house.
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Application Software Companies
There are a large number of application software
development companies, ranging from small to immense,
cheap to expensive, and new to entrenched, from which to
select.
However, they can be loosely categorised into about five

groups. These groups represent (loosely) decreasing levels of
experience, capability, assurance, cost and control.
It is also useful to think of these approaches in terms of
traditional “construction” industry to help you decide where
you are aiming based on your requirements.

The “Big Boys”
The first category encapsulates the large, entrenched
multinational software development companies and
includes such names as Accenture, Fujitsu, Microsoft, Apple,
etc.
These are companies that have enormous facilities and
capabilities, they are able to attract not one, but hundreds of
specialists in multiple specific fields, and although they are
generally thought of as not being “agile” in their approaches,
they have comprehensive project management approaches,
strict processes and guidelines, armies of developers and
some of the smartest people in the industry.
However, all this capability also requires a lot of
infrastructure. To be able to service “all” requirements to
“all” software projects, they need to support a certain level
of downtime for resources being “on the bench” and a large
cost in corporate premises and administrative, managerial
and legal overheads.
The “Big Boys” typically also have a complete dictionary
of certifications to their name, another privilege paid for
through the rates they charge to clients.
As an analogy in the construction industry, these companies
represent the commercial building contractors, they can
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take enormous projects and manage them from start to
finish, from office blocks to stadiums, shopping centres and
tunnels. Just as you wouldn’t look to running such a project
through a local carpenter, you may well employ a specialist
company instead. But you wouldn’t employ this level of
company to build a large house, or even a medium to large
apartment block.
If you want to build a brand new software product on a large
scale, need to interface it to multiple systems, have it built
in a short period of time and money is no object, then these
are the guys to look at first.
These are also some of the best companies for professionals
to learn from during their career. Such employers offer
a strong project methodology and strict adherence
to processes that “rub off” on the staff providing solid
foundations upon which any project can be approached
in the future. In fact, many new companies employ
project managers and lead architects with precisely that
background to reduce risk, if they can afford them.
However, the question could become, would they even want
to take on your project? How would that revenue stack up to
their multimillion-dollar consultancies? What priority would
they really give the smaller projects?
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Specialist Companies
Specialist companies are the “niche” market providers in
any industry. They can be built on the same premise of the
large companies, with a similar approach to process, and
application design and construction methodologies, but
have less of the overheads required as they do not try to be
all things to all people.

medium office block. They are the builders (or company)
who have the required resources generally on staff for most
projects and may occasionally hire additional contractors
to fill in when there is a lot of work on. The builder not only
project manages the project, but is a trained professional in
their own right.

Specialist companies are usually capable of delivering in
similar time frames for the small to large projects, and at
a reduced overhead (reduced cost). These are, in essence,
the best capability for the majority of work (other than the
huge corporate systems—which they just don’t have the
resources for).

These companies generally come from two possible
backgrounds (Which we refer to as “Specialists” and “Indie
Specialists”), they are either established by entrepreneurs
that have the business smarts and the finances to launch
them, and hire the appropriate personnel (“Specialists”),
or they come from a group of specialists that “strike it
lucky” with a certain product or niche, sort of analogous to
becoming famous overnight as a YouTube sensation (“Indie
Specialists”).

The more capable specialist companies almost become mini
big-boys through setting up their own offshore facilities.
These are distinct from agencies (below) in that they will
own the offshore company and it behaves simply as a lower
cost extension of the organisation.
In terms of thinking about this level of provider in the
construction industry, these are the sort of companies you
would use if you were building a larger house, or a small to
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The important thing to understand is how YOU can be
assured a company of this type can bring you success?
Is it based on process, expertise and the right balance of
resources? Or is it because they got one or two “right” in
the past, but have no real business and process training or
experience?
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Agencies
Agencies potentially provide a “layer” of control, generally
over outsourced production. These types of arrangements
can work, however, they are fraught with risk. Any time one
organisation acts as a front for another, even in the high-end
(big boys) arena, there is an inherent overhead in cost, risk in
management and potential for conflict.
This is not to say these arrangements cannot work. When
approached correctly, these risks can be mitigated to a
certain degree. Such as through an agency having internal
highly trained and technically capable project managers
that can keep control of projects. But even then, the Agency
has little to no control or visibility into the offshore company
to be able to place their hand on their heart and promise
delivery.
The truth of the matter is that in just about 100% of these
arrangements, the agency is not the sole source of projects
for the offshore company, and therefore does not have
control over resources and priority.
Some offshore arrangements act as full-time employees
outsourced to the agency, which requires even more
capability for the agency to manage those resources, which
means both the offshore and onshore managerial team are
funded through a higher project cost.
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In terms of the construction industry, the “Agency” is
more like a project development group. They may do
the advertising, gather the resources (land), and have
arrangements with a number of builders (outsourced). They
have an overhead, which you would hope is discounted
through their bulk-buying prices with the builders, but they
may not be experts in construction and are constrained by
the builders who work for themselves. People do buy lots of
project development estate housing, but these houses more
often than not end up looking the same as they are mass
produced, and the quality is not always there. But, they are a
house, and that may be all you actually need.
If you need a project completed, but want to try and save
costs without having to manage it yourself, you can try
going down the agency path, but the benefit of doing so is
questionable. Quite often you may end up paying a similar
price (or more) than using a specialist company, to an
agency that may be simply adding an overhead to give the
project to the same specialist company themselves.
You may expect they could manage outsourcing the job
better than you due to their experience, but do they have
the same drive as you?
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Offshore

Freelance

Pure offshore approaches for your apps are certainly a viable
alternative and can work well, but where an agency has
potentially more capability to manage this engagement for
you, in this case you are on your own.

Freelancers offer (by far) the highest PERCEIVED price saving
in application development. However, there are hidden risks
and costs.

If the success of an offshore development is tenuous with an
agency acting on your behalf, it could mean that managing
it yourself is generally a much higher risk.
Drawing an analogy to the construction industry again, the
offshore approach could be thought of as approaching a
project as an owner-builder, where you become the project
manager. You are basically having to interview and assess
your providers and keeping an eye on quality throughout,
you may be required to do a lot of the work yourself and you
need to enter into arrangements with your eyes open.
However, if you have experience in the software industry,
and get the appropriate legal advice in creating a contract
you are happy with (and are not too concerned with the
ability to actually enforce it) you may have the skills to
manage such a project yourself.
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Even if you discount the possibility of being completely
ripped off by con-men, (which can happen with Offshore
and Agency approaches equally as well), there are the risks
in people being a single point of failure. What happens if
they are run over by a bus? Where is your protection if they
decide to give up on the project?
In the end, employing a freelancer is like getting your
friends cousin bob to work on your house. Would you trust
him to build a new extension? Maybe. What about the
guy who answers your advert in the paper for a bathroom
renovation? Would he be the person you employ to build
your new offices for your company if he has no formal
training or qualifications? He may still be a great builder. It
really comes down to how risk-averse you are.
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Summary
The target of this white paper was ambitious to say the
least. To assist a broad cross section of individuals and
companies across many vertical industries and with various
requirements in selecting a software development company
to meet their needs.
It would be nice to simply summarise this topic with
a formula for selecting the right company for your
requirements, however this problem has existed for a long
time and no one has yet solved it (or probably ever will).
However, iApps are approached regularly by companies
and individuals that have been burned by freelancers,
offshore companies and agencies, a large number of whom

seem to be riding on the mystique of this supposedly “new”
industry1.
The pragmatic way to approach this issue, therefore, is to
look at the broad range of development company types,
cross referenced with your specific requirements for the
project and use that as a starting point to reduce the list to
who you would feel most comfortable with.
To assist in this process, the following table provides a
very high-level breakdown of the areas of concern and the
abilities of each development type to deliver against those
requirements consistently.
1 This is not to say it’s not possible to have quality output from these sources, it has just
been found time and time-again that it is statistically more risky to rely on them.

Software Company Types
Freelance

Offshore

Agency

Indie
Specialist

Specialist

“Big Boys”

Usability

Varies Wildly

Varies

Medium

High

High

Medium

Capability

Varies Wildly

Varies

Some

Shallow

Deep

Broad and Deep

Adhoc

Adhoc or Some

Some or Robust

Agile?

Robust

Stringent

Cost

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Risk

High

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Guarantee

Rare

Little

Medium

Medium

High

High

Difficult

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

Requirement

Process

Peace of Mind
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So, in essence, if price is your main concern, it is possible to
get a quality product out of an outsourced or freelanced
project, however there are a large number of factors
that make that a risky proposal. It is important to spend
a great deal of time in initial investigation and ongoing
management to ensure it delivers what you want, but even
then there is no guarantee you will succeed.
At the other end of the spectrum, do you really need to
spend a large amount of money with a megalith global
company for anything but the largest of corporate
integration projects?
In simplest terms however, it makes sense (even just
intuitively) that the best people to work on a given project

(with the greatest peace of mind—without costing the
earth) would be the companies set up precisely to do
that (Specialists). The ones that exist purely for that
market, who employ the right resources directly, have the
correct (proven) processes in place and the right level of
management experience to deliver on time and on budget.
These companies are neither simply “adding” this market to
their portfolio through outsourcing or re-selling (Agencies),
nor a small group of individually brilliant people brought
together in an adHoc organisational structure.
Having said that, there is no guarantee ANY project will
succeed. What you pay for generally (but not always)
translates to reducing your risk.
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